Your Summer Skin Care Essentials
Your wardrobe isn’t the only thing that needs updating now that summer’s on its way! Is your skin
ready for the heat?

So Fresh, So Clean
If you need a refresh during the blazing summer day, Intrinsics is there. If you need to a quick cleanse
after hot yoga, Intrinsics is there. If you need to remove your makeup in between your work day and a
night out, Intrinsics is there! Our Gentle Cleansing Towels will be your BFF this summer; they’re small
enough to ﬁt in a purse or gym bag, so you can truly take them anywhere.

Keep it Cool with Cooling Mists and Gels
After sunbathing, all you want to do is cool down as soon as possible. What better way to do that than
by applying a cooling product! These mainly come in the form of gel or mist, so if you prefer one over
the other–you have options. No matter your preference, we know you’ll be using an Intrinsics esthetic
wipe to apply it. Cooling products can be pricey, so make a little go a long way and use a Silken Wipe
for application!

There She Glows!
Getting a tan in the summer doesn’t always mean baking in the heat for an hour. Sunless tanning, or
spray tan, is the safer alternative to laying out in the sun or using a tanning bed. Before spray tanning,
however, it’s extremely important to exfoliate! Dead skin cells can cause a less-than-perfect tan, so
make sure to gently exfoliate your skin the night before your visit to the salon. Even if you’re using self
tanner, exfoliation is still a key step in making your glow as bright as it can be! We know you’re
thinking, what can I use to exfoliate? You don’t want to be too rough on your skin, so that’s where
Intrinsics 12-Ply Gauze Steps in. Using our gauze is more hygienic than using a washcloth and softer
than using a brush.

Masking Season
Heat calls for sweat, sweat calls for clogged pores, clogged pores call for a face mask! There are so
many types of face masks you can use in the summer that choosing one can often be overwhelming!
But like our Silken Wipes above, the Intrinsics Cotton Wipes are a staple in any good skin care routine;
they can be used no matter which mask you choose! Removal is almost as important as application, so
make sure you’re using the best of the best.

Do you have any summer skin care routines you’d like to share with us! Let us know!

